Effects of Implementing an Ergonomic Work Schedule on Heart Rate Variability in Shift-working Nurses
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Abstract: Effects of Implementing an Ergonomic Work Schedule on Heart Rate Variability in Shift-working Nurses: Susanna Järvelin-Pasanen, et al. Ergonomics, Institute of Public Health and Clinical Nutrition, School of Medicine, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Eastern Finland—Objectives: The aim of this study was to compare the psychophysiological strain related to a conventional shift schedule and new ergonomically improved two- and three-shift schedules using heart rate variability (HRV) analysis. The specific aim was to determine whether the introduced ergonomic shift arrangement had any positive effects on the psychophysiological strain such as increased HRV or decrease in the sympathovagal balance of the autonomic nervous system (ANS). Methods: Questionnaire data and 24-hour HRV recordings were gathered from 48 female shift-working nurses once while working the conventional shift schedule (baseline) and again after one year working an ergonomic shift schedule during the morning shift. Results: Comparisons between conventional and ergonomic shift schedules (baseline and follow-up, respectively) revealed significant differences in frequency-domain parameters. Implementing an ergonomic shift schedule resulted in decreased normalized low frequency (LF) power, decreased normalized high frequency (HF) power, and decreased LF/HF ratio at the beginning of the shift. Furthermore, at baseline, mean RR interval, root mean square of successive RR interval differences (RMSSD) and normalized HF power were increased at the end of the shift compared with the values at the beginning of the morning shift. In contrast, at the follow-up, LF power was increased between the end and beginning of the morning shift. Conclusions: The psychophysiological strain measured by HRV analysis was lower at the beginning of the work shift for the ergonomic shift schedules compared with the conventional schedule. This indicates that an ergonomic shift schedule may have a positive effect on the ANS recovery occurring between successive work shifts. (J Occup Health 2013; 55: 225–233)
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Shift work seems to exert a wide range of detrimental health effects¹–⁴. It has been shown to increase the risk of cardiovascular diseases¹,³,⁵, gastrointestinal disorders and diseases, breast cancer, and type II diabetes¹ and metabolic syndrome⁶. In addition, shift work may be related to disturbances in psychological well-being and mental health⁷, and may confer a higher risk of sleep disorders, fatigue¹,⁲,⁵ and occupational accidents¹,⁷. However, if one wishes to decrease the negative consequences of shift work, then one needs knowledge of working time arrangements that would promote health.

It has been claimed that changes in psychophysiological strain (i.e., the strain related to shift work) and recovery of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) can be evaluated by heart rate variability (HRV) analyses⁸,⁹. Shift work disturbs the normal circadian rhythm of HRV. Previous studies have shown that shift work acutely increases heart rate and
blood pressure, and the normal circadian rhythm of HRV is powerfully modified by the physical activity exerted during the night shift\textsuperscript{10, 11}. In addition, shift work has been shown to be associated with reduced HRV\textsuperscript{12–14}. Decreases in specific HRV parameters that reflect parasympathetic activity of the ANS have been observed among shift-working female nurses\textsuperscript{12} and other shift workers\textsuperscript{13, 14}. These unfavorable changes in HRV may partially explain the increased cardiovascular risk and cardiovascular morbidity in shift workers\textsuperscript{15, 16}. Previous research of shift work with regard to HRV has focused on comparison with daytime work\textsuperscript{10, 12–14, 17–19}, and changes in psychophysiological function after modifying shift schedules warrant further studies.

Health and social problems caused by shift work could be prevented or minimized by the implementation of ergonomic recommendations\textsuperscript{20, 21} (Table 1). For example, a controlled intervention study with male technicians showed that a rapidly forward-rotating shift system had positive effects on sleep, alertness and well-being, especially in older shift workers\textsuperscript{22}, and similar effects have been seen in steel workers\textsuperscript{23}. However, as far as we are aware, the effects of ergonomic working time arrangements have not been studied with regard to objective measures of strain and recovery in shift work\textsuperscript{24}.

The aim of this study was to compare psychophysiological strain related to conventional and ergonomic shift schedules in a within-subject one year before-after design. The specific aim was to investigate if a switch to a more ergonomic shift arrangement would have any positive effects on the psychophysiological strain as reflected by either increased parasympathetic activity or decreased sympathovagal balance of the ANS.

### Subjects and Methods

The subjects were female and male nurses (n=90) who voluntarily participated in the Healthy Working Hours Research and Development Project\textsuperscript{25}. They worked on a three-shift (including a morning shift, from 07:00 a.m. to 02:30 p.m.; evening shift, from 01:00 to 09:00 p.m.; and night shift, from 09:00 p.m. to 07:30 a.m.) or two-shift system (including morning and evening shifts but no night shift) in six different wards providing either acute or long-term care in municipal hospitals. Subjects with missing (n=29) or poor (n=7) HRV data were excluded from the analyses. Furthermore, the male subjects (n=6) were excluded. Hence, the final sample comprised of 48

### Table 1. The ergonomic guidelines for shift work\textsuperscript{20, 21}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Few night shifts in succession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Avoid permanent night work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Few morning shifts in succession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Few evening shifts in succession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Forward rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. At least 2 days off after last night shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Avoid single days off between night shifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Avoid single working days between days off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Maximum of 5–7 working days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Extended shifts (&gt;8 hours) are only acceptable if the nature of work and workload are suitable, and complete recovery after work is possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. There should be adequate resting time (&gt;11 hours) between two shifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Start of morning shift not too early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. End of evening shift not too late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. End of night shift as early as possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Avoid work on weekends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Some free weekends with at least 2 consecutive days off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Avoid short-term deviations from set shift schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. “Rules of the game” concerning time of advance notice and compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Co-workers fix their working time themselves and make themselves responsible for doing their tasks on time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Make flexibility possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
female nurses with HRV data from the morning shift (Fig. 1). Each subject filled in a written informed consent form. The study protocols were approved by the Ethics Committee of Helsinki University Hospital and the Research Committee of Health Centre, Helsinki (HUS 265/E0/05). The study was conducted according to the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Study design**

The data were gathered through 24-hour HRV recordings supplemented with a questionnaire both before the implementation of changes to shift-work schedules (baseline period of September-November 2005, later referred to as the conventional shift schedule) and about one year after the changes (follow-up on December 2006, ergonomic shift schedules). In this prospective study, each subject served as her own control.

As a part of the Healthy Working Hours Research and Development Project\(^{23}\), the shift-work schedules were altered to meet the recommended ergonomic guidelines\(^{20,21}\). Because of the irregular and slightly individual shift-work schedules of nurses, the main alteration was from backward to forward rotation. This was implemented by reducing quick returns (i.e., less morning shifts immediately after evening shifts). The number of total working hours (114 hours 45 minutes) and the amounts of weekend work (one out of three free), evening work, and night work (depending on ward) per 3-week period remained unchanged\(^{25}\).

**Heart rate variability recordings**

The 24-hour HRV recordings were performed twice, at baseline while the nurses were working on the conventional shift schedule and in the follow-up after the implementation of the more ergonomic schedules. The time between the baseline and follow-up measurements was about one year.

All HRV recordings were performed during the morning shifts (from 7:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.). The recording periods started before the beginning of the work shift and ended about 24 hours later. Thus, the HRV recordings included the actual work shift, leisure time and the night after the work shift. Throughout the 24-hour recording period, the subjects were instructed to work in their habitual manner and to maintain their normal lifestyle. There were no diaries or other measures for the recording periods available for this study.

The HRV recordings were performed between successive work shifts. Thus, when analyzing HRV, the previous work shift has to be taken into account, which were the morning shift (n=18 and 22), evening shift (n=18 and 4) or day off (n=6 and 15). The information about the previous shift was not available in six and seven cases (at baseline and follow-up, respectively).

The beat-to-beat heart rate (HR) was measured with a Suunto T6 (at baseline) or Suunto Smart Belt (at follow-up) HR monitor (Suunto Ltd., http://www.suunto.fi). The recording of HRV with an HR monitor has been shown to be valid and reliable during physically and mentally stressful conditions, especially when chest electrodes are used\(^{20}\).

Three time-domain and five frequency-domain HRV parameters were selected for the study as a way of obtaining an overall view of HRV with a minimum set of standardized parameters\(^{81}\). The time-domain parameters were the mean of beat-to-beat RR interval series (MeanRR), the standard deviation of all normal RR intervals (SDNN), and the root mean square of successive RR interval differences (RMSSD). MeanRR is inversely proportional to mean heart rate. SDNN demonstrates overall HRV (both sympathetic and parasympathetic control) and its cyclic components, whereas RMSSD reflects mainly parasympathetic control of heart rate. The frequency-domain parameters were the absolute powers of the low-frequency (LF; 0.04–0.15 Hz) and high-frequency (HF; 0.15–0.4 Hz) components, normalized powers of LF and HF components and the ratio between LF and HF powers (LF/HF ratio). The LF power consists of both sympathetic and parasympathetic control, and HF power is associated with respiration-related heart rate changes and demonstrates parasympathetic control of heart rate. LF and HF powers in normalized units represent the relative power in proportion to the total power minus the power of the very low frequency (VLF: 0–0.04 Hz) component. The LF/HF ratio is commonly used as an index of sympathovagal balance.
In the first part of the HRV analyses, the raw HR data of both measurements were carefully visually inspected by the researcher in order to exclude artefacts. Two artefact-free 10-min time periods from both 24-hour recordings were systematically selected for the analyses of each nurse: one from the beginning of the work shift (between 7:30−8:30 a.m.) and one from the end of the work shift (between 1:00−2:00 p.m.). Then the HRV data were analyzed using the Kubios HRV (version 2.0) software (http://kubios.uef.fi). Prior to computation of the HRV parameters, the very low frequency trend components (frequencies below 0.04 Hz) were removed from the selected periods of HRV data by using a smoothness priors method\(^\text{27}\). The time-domain parameters SDNN and RMSSD were computed from the detrended data, whereas meanRR was computed from the non-detrended data. Furthermore, prior to spectrum estimation, HRV data were interpolated (4 Hz cubic spline interpolation) in order to have equidistantly sampled data. The spectrum estimates were then computed by Welch’s periodogram method (window width 256 seconds with 50% overlap).

**Questionnaires**

At baseline and follow-up, the subjects filled out a questionnaire with validated questions from the international Standard Shiftwork Index\(^\text{28, 29}\), Work Ability Index (WAI)\(^\text{30, 31}\) and the Occupational Stress Questionnaire (OSQ)\(^\text{32}\). The questionnaire included information about age, weight, height, health status (i.e., number of diseases diagnosed by a physician), work experience and shift-work experience. Body mass index (BMI, kg/m\(^2\)) was computed from self-reported weight and height. The perceived work ability was assessed using the total WAI score and the first item of the WAI\(^\text{30}\). The range of the total WAI score is 7−49 points. Higher values indicate better perceived work ability. In the first item of the WAI, the current work ability was rated on a scale from 0 to 10 ranging from complete disability to work to work ability at its best during the occupational career.

Subjective work-related stress was assessed using one item of the Occupational Stress Questionnaire (OSQ): "Stress means the situation when a person feels tense, restless, nervous, or anxious, or is unable to sleep at night because his mind is troubled all the time. Do you feel that kind of stress these days?"\(^\text{33}\). The stress question assesses recent stress experience caused by work and other life situations. The item was rated on 5-point scale as follows: 1=very little, 2=fairly little, 3= somewhat, 4=fairly much and 5=very much. In the analyses, the two lowest values and two highest values were combined.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (version 19.0, SPSS, Chicago IL, USA). Descriptive statistics (frequency, mean, standard deviation, ranges) were calculated. The linear mixed models were used to examine associations between HRV parameters and changes in shift work-schedules. Each HRV parameter (meanRR, SDNN, RMSSD, LF power, LF power in normalized units, HF power, HF in normalized units and LF/HF) was used as a dependent variable and analyzed separately. Age (in years) was used as a covariate in all analyses because it is known to have an influence\(^\text{32−34}\). Time period (the beginning and the end of the work shift), shift schedule type (the conventional shift schedule at baseline or ergonomic shift schedules at follow-up) and the interaction between type of shift schedule and time period were used as factors in all analyses. The type of work shift (two-shift work or three-shift work) was used as a covariate in all analyses. Furthermore, the total WAI score and the value of the first item of the WAI (0−10) were covariates in separate analyses. The marital status and perceived work-related stress were included as separate factors in the analyses. Since there was no major influence of any of these factors (i.e., the total WAI score, the value of the first item of the WAI, marital status and perceived work related stress), they were excluded from the subsequent analyses. To account for the potential confounding effect of the previous work shift, the interaction between work shifts and type of work shift was tested by a linear mixed model. Furthermore, the possible age-related differences were analyzed in three age groups (20−39, 40−49 and 50−60 years) for interaction with the type of work shift. The distribution of residuals was verified in the analyses. \(p\)-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

At the baseline, the mean age of the subjects was 45 years (SD 10, range 20−59), and their average employment duration in their current position was 22 years (Table 2). They had on average one physician-diagnosed disease (median 1, range 0−5).

Descriptive statistics of HRV parameters for the conventional (baseline) and ergonomic shift schedules (follow-up) are presented in Table 3. HRV parameters indicating parasympathetic activity (i.e., RMSSD and HF power in ms\(^2\)) seemed to be somewhat higher at follow-up than at baseline, especially at the beginning of the shifts compared with at the end of the shifts.

In the comparison between the conventional and ergonomic shift schedules (Table 4), there were no significant differences in time-domain parameters at the beginning and end of the morning shift. Instead,
the follow-up (i.e., ergonomic shift work schedule) values of frequency-domain parameters, including the normalized LF power and LF/HF ratio at the beginning of the shift, were reduced and the normalized HF power increased compared with the baseline (i.e., conventional shift schedule). These results point to a decline in sympathetic tone and increase in parasympathetic contribution to the heart rate, i.e., a decrease in the sympathovagal balance, for the ergonomic shift schedules (Table 4).

The analysis of interaction between shift schedule type (the conventional and ergonomic shift schedules) and the previous shift revealed a significant difference between the baseline and the follow-up when the
morning shift was the previous shift. With the ergonomic shift schedules, when the previous shift was the morning shift, the RMSSD \((p=0.001)\), HF power \((p=0.006)\) and normalized HF power \((p=0.006)\) were increased and the normalized LF power \((p=0.006)\) was decreased in comparison with the corresponding values with the conventional shift schedule.

The analysis of interaction between age and analyzed time periods (the beginning and the end of the work shift) revealed a significant interaction between age groups and meanRR. The changes in meanRR values during conventional and ergonomic shift schedules were higher in the two younger age groups (20–39 and 40–49 years) as compared with older nurses (age range 50–60), i.e., the meanRR values increased during shifts more among the two younger age groups than among the older nurses. There were no significant differences between age groups in the comparison between the shift schedules.

**Discussion**

This study of 48 nurses examined the psychophysiological strain related to conventional and ergonomic shift schedules using HRV analysis. Changes in HRV were investigated by analyzing time periods from the beginning and the end of the morning shift in conventional and ergonomic shift schedules. Through the Healthy Working Hours Research and Development Project, the main alteration occurred in the shifts from backward to forward rotation in order to increase recovery times by excluding the short free times in combinations of evening and morning shifts\(^{23}\). Our results indicated that a change from a conventional shift schedule to a more ergonomic version was associated with beneficial changes in HRV. The comparison between the beginning and the end of the shift with the nurses on the conventional shift schedule showed a higher meanRR and RMSSD at the end of the shift. In addition, normalized LF power was significantly lower and normalized HF power significantly higher at the end of shift. These results point to an increase in parasympathetic activation of the ANS occurring during the shift.

In the ergonomic shift schedules (follow-up), LF power was instead higher at the end of the shift indicating a possible increase in sympathetic activation of the ANS during the shift. This is not an unexpected result, since if the subjects have the low values at the beginning of the work shift, they are likely to increase more as they start to work. On the other hand, the greater sympathetic activity may indicate more rush or work-related stressful events at the end of the shift. Hence this result may support the positive effects of the ergonomic schedule; even if the work shift was more stressful, the autonomic nervous system of the subjects was better able to recover before the next work shift.

The main aim of this study was to detect possible positive effects of the ergonomic shift arrangement on psychophysiological strain such as increased HRV or a decrease in the sympathovagal balance of the ANS. Prior studies have indicated that the implementation of ergonomic recommendations for shift work can have positive effects on sleep, alertness and overall subjective well-being\(^{22,23}\). In the previous report of Hakola et al. (2010)\(^{25}\) with this same study group, more

### Table 4. Age-adjusted differences in the HRV parameters between the conventional shift-work schedule (baseline) and ergonomic shift schedules (follow-up) at the beginning and end of the morning shifts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Beginning of the shifts</th>
<th>End of the shifts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean difference (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean RR (ms)</td>
<td>24.2 (−13.8, 62.3)</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDNN (ms)</td>
<td>0.4 (−2.1, 2.8)</td>
<td>0.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD(ms)</td>
<td>1.3 (−0.9, 3.5)</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF power (ms²)</td>
<td>−11.4 (−98.3, 75.4)</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF power (n.u.)</td>
<td>−4.8 (−9.2, −0.5)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF power (ms²)</td>
<td>32.6 (−10.4, 75.7)</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF power (n.u.)</td>
<td>4.8 (0.5, 9.2)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/HF</td>
<td>−2.0 (−3.8, −0.2)</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)n.u.=normalized units, LF / (total power – VLF). \(^{b}\)n.u.=normalized units HF / (total power – VLF). \(^{c}\)Mean difference (95% confidence Interval) between follow-up and baseline. \(^{d}\)Linear mixed model with age, time period and type of work shift (two-shift work or three-shift work) as covariates. Mean RR=mean of beat-to-beat RR interval series. SDNN=standard deviation of all normal RR intervals. RMSSD=the root mean square of successive RR interval differences. LF=power of the low-frequency component (frequency range 0.04–0.15 Hz). HF=power of the high-frequency component (frequency range 0.15–0.4 Hz). LF=power of the very low frequency component (frequency range 0–0.04 Hz).
ergonomic working time arrangements (i.e., change from backward to forward rotation and increased recovery time between evening and morning shifts) had positive effects on the perceived physical, mental and social well-being of the nurses in all age groups. In the present prospective study, positive effects of ergonomic shift arrangements were detected on objective measurements of HRV. Our findings suggest that the beginning of the work shift was less stressful and the psychophysiological strain of nurses was lower or that the nurses had recovered better from the previous work shift when on the ergonomic shift-work schedules when compared with the conventional one. The normalized LF power and LF/HF ratio both declined and normalized HF power increased when the nurses were working on the ergonomic shift schedules. Furthermore, the RMSSD and HF power values were increased with the ergonomic shift schedules compared with the conventional shift schedule, although the result was not statistically significant. These results point to a decrease in sympathetic tone and an increase in parasympathetic control of heart rate, i.e., a decrease in sympathovagal balance, with the ergonomic shift work schedule. The main alteration of the Healthy Working Hours Research and Development Project was from backward to forward rotation even though the number of total working hours and the amounts of weekend, evening and night work remained the same. Thus, the nurses may have had a better opportunity to recover after the work shift, because of the increased time available for recovery between shifts. This may explain the positive effects on HRV, i.e., decrease in sympathovagal balance, acutely and in the long term with the ergonomic shift schedule. Age affects HRV, hence all the analyses were controlled for age. However, our additional age-stratified analysis detected a trend for the older nurses (age group 50–60) to have lower changes in HRV values during work shifts than their younger colleagues (age groups 20–39 and 40–50 years), but the only significant difference between younger and older age groups was in meanRR values. Although these results merit caution due to the low number of subjects, lower HRV values may reflect increased sympathetic activation of the ANS, especially during work. One potential explanation may be that differences may be attributable to the adaptation of the nurses to shift work and by the healthy-worker effect. The older shift workers are likely to be a self-selected group, i.e., those who encounter few problems with working shifts tend to stay in shift work. Hence, this difference seems to be attributable to normal physiological changes (i.e., decreased maximal heart rate and stroke volume resulting in lowered cardiac volume) due to the ageing process.

One strength of the study was the prospective design. To the best of our knowledge, only a limited number of longitudinal studies of shift work have used HRV measures. Furthermore, we were able to measure HRV under actual working conditions, which has seldom been done in previous studies. Moreover, we were able to use objective psychophysiological measurements to study the effectiveness of shift schedule modifications. In earlier studies where HRV has been used at work, the focus has been on the comparison between shift work and daywork. The psychophysiological effects of changes to shift-work schedules have not been examined previously by using HRV recordings to the best of our knowledge.

HRV recordings from HR monitoring seem to be useful and provide an objective assessment of psychophysiological strain at work. However, HRV recordings need to be supplemented with subjective methods, as these can provide valuable information to help in the interpretation of the HRV results. In this regard, we controlled for the potential effect of perceived work-related stress or work ability on HRV parameters in our analyses, but there was no effect on psychophysiological strain in shift schedules. This may suggest that further studies would be warranted with more detailed subjective information or even larger sample sizes.

So far, no reference values for HRV parameters are available, although attempts to determine them have been made. Therefore, more longitudinal observations of the individual changes in HRV are essential to advance the reliability and predictive validity of the HRV method, for example, for application in occupational health care. However, by monitoring the HRV, the level of strain at work and recovery after work can be evaluated. One practical implication of HRV monitoring would be that the indicators of recovery from work would be useful for use in occupational health care in reducing psychophysiological strain from work and in early identification and prevention of stress. In particular, the information concerning work load and recovery obtained from HRV would help in planning work schedules and strategies for the assessment and promotion of health at work.

Examination of psychophysiological strain after work (i.e., during leisure time or sleep) based on the HRV would be essential in terms of recovery, because the negative effects of work-induced stress may be moderate after work. On the other hand, comparison between other time periods during leisure time or sleep would be influenced by various confounding effects, for example, smoking or exercising. This would be very challenging to control in study settings, especially with a small sample size. In this study,
the purpose was to use the most comparable time periods to examine the psychophysiological strain related to conventional and ergonomic shift schedules. The beginning of the morning shift was considered the most comparable time period, since the way the work time was organized allowed information about the previous work shift to be collected and hence controlled for in the analyses. Therefore, the beginning of the work shift would be the most suitable time period for analysis of the psychophysiological strain related to conventional and ergonomic shift schedules.

The increased time interval between shifts is important in terms of recovery from stress, but another interpretative factor would be how leisure time is spent. Psychological detachment from work (i.e., mentally switching off), relaxation-oriented strategies, mastery-oriented strategies and experience of control during leisure-time are known to affect the experience of recovery\(^{39}\). Unfortunately, we were not able to take these factors into account in this study. On the other hand, the comparison between other time periods during leisure time or sleep would be influenced by the various confounding effects, for example, smoking or exercising. This would be very challenging to control in study settings, especially with small sample size. In this study, the purpose was to have the most comparable time periods to examine the psychophysiological strain related to conventional and ergonomic shift schedule. We assumed that the beginning of the work shift is a comparable and somewhat controlled (i.e., every subject in the same kind of situation) time period and therefore suitable for analysis of the psychophysiological strain related to conventional and ergonomic shift schedules.

One limitation of the study is that there may have been additional confounding due to factors such as timing of the previous work shift, quality of sleep during the night before the measurements, and stressful situations in life. Another limitation of the study was the lack of information concerning caffeine intake or smoking during the analyzed work shifts. However, throughout the 24-hour recording periods, the subjects were instructed to work in a habitual manner and to maintain their normal life style, including possible smoking and caffeine intake, which might affect HRV. However, the prospective study setting in which each subject served as her own control is the lack of information concerning caffeine intake or smoking during the analyzed work shifts. Therefore, the beginning of the work shift would be the most suitable time period for analysis of the psychophysiological strain related to conventional and ergonomic shift schedules.

In conclusion, it seems that the psychophysiological strain based on the analysis of HRV was lower at the beginning of the work shift with the ergonomic shift-work schedules compared with the conventional shift schedule. This indicates that the ergonomic shift-work schedule has a positive effect on the ANS recovery that should take place between successive work shifts.
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